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Abstract: Han Jonas wrote in The Imperative of Responsibility: In Search of an Ethics for the 
Technological Age (1984) that “new kinds and dimensions of action require a commensurate ethic 
of foresight and responsibility which is as novel as the eventualities that arise out of the works 
of homo faber in the era of technology” (18). Jonas feared “an apocalypse threatening from the 
nature of the unintended dynamics of technical civilization” (202), leading to the desolation of the 
planet. To the objects of technology Jonas included man himself, having turned on himself and 
imposed himself on nature in such a way that “calls upon the utter resources of ethical thought, 
which never before has been faced with elective alternatives to what we considered the definite 
terms of the human condition” (18). The emergence and current development of nanotechnology is 
a clear indication that we are living in the very era that was of concern to Jonas. As such, his call for
“a new ethics” was prescient in his time. Now it is essential
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